Fast MEMS application prototyping using Arduino/LabView pair

Abstract

In this paper, the authors present selected examples of rapid prototyping environment consisting of a popular hardware platform like Arduino and software tools, like graphical language LabView. As a case study the MEMS (Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems) applications are described. First, the initial requirements regarding software and hardware are introduced. Next, some basic configuration procedures are presented. The main application example is a MEMS sensor data acquisition system. It shows the possibility of using LabView and non-dedicated hardware with a large number of Arduino compatible modules. The communication between Arduino and LabView is realized by a serial wire connection. Further examples show wireless communication with Arduino using Bluetooth link. The presented applications are very common in the embedded system environment and their implementation can be done with minimal effort on creating software code.
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1. Introduction

The prevalence of embedded systems with different capabilities and levels of complexity has contributed to the development of several hardware platforms that increase particular popularity among users. These include a number of Arduino varieties. Arduino is an easy-to-use open-source physical computing platform and a development environment created for building digital devices and interactive objects that are able to control the physical world. It is intended for a wide range of users starting from beginners who want to learn basics of electronics and embedded systems designing to professionals using Arduino for fast system prototyping. Even though software for Arduino can be written using C or C++, most of the sketches are written in special Arduino IDE using Arduino programming language. Currently there are about twenty official boards which vary in terms of used components and size. Almost all of them are controlled by different microcontrollers from ATMega family. The only difference is that Arduino Due contains a microcontroller based on Atmel SAM3X8E ARM Cortex-M3 CPU [2].

Due to the fact the Arduino environment (board, IDE, language) is open source, there are a lot of Arduino-like boards where most of them can be programmed with Arduino programming language and Arduino IDE. Additionally, developers can use special extensions called shields that add some extra functionalities to the design without manual wiring of components. Examples of such shields are GPS, GPRS, Ethernet, motor control modules etc.

The number of engineering scientific applications shows the popularity of Arduino. Some use commercial software environment and Arduino as a real world interface. In [6], the authors describe the BasketBallBot controlled by the Arduino platform supported by LabView and Matlab realizing fuzzy control. There are even several application for signal processing like scrambling algorithms for speech signals [4] or education fostering with Matlab. In [8], there are presented the detailed examples of Arduino and Matlab configuration as well as specific applications like an FM sound synthesis or a vocoder.

The one of the most important features is the large number of board manufacturers and suppliers providing ready to use software libraries. These libraries are mostly written in C or C++ and make developing of a system using such a component very easy and robust without the need of documentation reading or controlling all internal microcontroller registers.

2. LabView connectivity

LabVIEW software is a graphical system-design platform and development environment created by National Instruments [7]. It is mainly used for data acquisition, instrument control and industrial automation. Software created in LabVIEW is mostly built up from graphical blocks representing various actions, data structures and formulas. All blocks are grouped in packages that can be added using built-in VI Package Manager. One of such packages is called Linx.

Linx contains a set of VIs providing easy integration with common embedded platforms like Arduino, chipKIT and myRIO [5]. Based on the provided VIs, the user can easily access pins on a board as well as some communication interfaces like SPI, UART or I2C. This toolbox allows also speeding up the system development for data acquisition from some popular sensors like accelerometers (e.g. ADXL345, MMA8452), ultrasonic distance sensors or photocells, thermometers, real time clocks, controlling servo or many others.

To be able to use Linx blocks for control, the special firmware has to be uploaded into the Arduino board. It is done using firmware wizard directly from the LabVIEW environment. One of the main task of this firmware is to upload a special sketch which makes the board able to understand commands sent from the LabVIEW environment, interpret them and respond in the same manner.

Fig. 1. The sequence of required steps while creating a new LabView/Arduino project
Communication between Arduino and LabVIEW can be achieved using serial communication by UART or USB connection. At the beginning, the user should select the appropriate board connection from the provided list of available serial ports. Linx itself does not upload the created software to the board. In fact, it only sends the control data using serial communication and then the uploaded firmware on Arduino takes care of proper analyzing and responding to received commands. The common flow-chart ensuring prerequisite compliance is depicted in Fig. 1.

The graphical programming language and Linx package allow the development of complex systems using Arduino; some peripherals can be done in minutes without writing any line of code.

3. Sample applications

There are three main possibilities of fast application prototyping with Arduino:
• using LabView and the earlier mentioned library Linx (wired serial connection),
• with BlueTerm project (Bluetooth connection),
• with ArduDroid project (Bluetooth connection).

Each of the listed options has advantages and disadvantages and the use of the selected one depends upon the user’s experience with developing application and project assumptions and requirements. Next, the two sample applications will be described presenting LabView and BlueTerm capabilities.

The first presented example is MEMS application with Arduino. The used module is 10 DOF Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) combining:
• three axis gyroscope L3G4200D,
• three axis acceleration sensor ADXL345,
• three axis magnetic field sensor HMC5883L,
• pressure sensor BMP085.

All parts of IMU module communicate with the board using I2C protocol.

3.1. Arduino/LabView connection using UART

The sample project is shown in Fig. 2. From the Linx point of view, the project creating starts with an Initialize block. The only requirement is adding a controlling block to determine PC COM port. Next, the Linx resource signal is supplied to all proceeding blocks. After that the I2C Open block is required. All the Linx programs after initialization use the while loop to put all their reading/writing blocks inside for continuous work. In the described sample program, two sensors (gyroscope and accelerometer) are used and therefore two I2C Write and Read blocks are used creating one couple per sensor.

At this step, all the required commands for proper communication are set together with addresses of sensors and from now on the user can easily read data for further analysis. It can be plotted on a graph or more advanced processing can be applied like filtering or other sophisticated techniques. The last two components outside while loop required at the end are I2C Close and Close blocks.

3.2. Arduino/Android connection using Bluetooth

The next example Arduino communication application is done based on Bluetooth link. Because Arduino does not include built-in Bluetooth, the HC-05 module has been adopted. It is an inexpensive, readymade solution for wireless communication that converts board serial communication to Bluetooth one.

The application BlueTerm will be used in the project to receive data from DHT11 module connected to Arduino. DHT11 module is a humidity and temperature sensor with OneWire communication. Both modules are linked with Arduino as shown in Fig. 3. Because BlueTerm does not have any special firmware the user has to write all the Arduino code by himself or using provided examples. BlueTerm is an application installed on an Android device used for simulating a serial console with Bluetooth communication capabilities [3]. It is preprogrammed for using 9600 baud rate and the same settings should be set on the Arduino board. Next, all commands sent or received on the board’s serial are the ones from Bluetooth messages. In this way the user can read/send data between Arduino and Android without any physical connection. The sample data sent by Arduino board are shown in a BlueTerm window (Fig. 4).
The simplest method is BlueTerm that is only a mobile Bluetooth terminal. While the user has to write all the Arduino source code by himself, the mobile terminal gives him unlimited possibilities of communication because no wires are required and only properties of radio link of the used module can determine the range of efficient communication.
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